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Have you ever stopped to consider how
much of our lives are in knots? Think about
it! We learn at a young age how to tie our
shoes. We tie knots in embroidery floss to
make friendship bracelets. What about
nights spent brushing tangles out of our
hair before bed? Knots are everywhere,
whether good or bad. By definition, a knot
is the tight and woven interlacing of
something, connecting it to something else.
When we start to think of it like that, we
are really able to see that knots are all
around!
If knots are all around, then they must be
important to our everyday living. Let’s think

about some common knots and see if we
can begin to see what knots and tying
might be able to teach us. Think about a
boat tied to the dock. Depending on the
size of the boat, one cord tied to the dock
in a figure 8 fashion can keep a boat from
drifting off to sea. The boat is able to move,
but it isn’t able to leave.
What about climbing? The person who is
climbing is tied to and guided by a rope and
the “belayer.” The belayer is on the ground
doing two things: allowing the climber to
choose their path and ensuring that the
climber doesn’t fall.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR
All of us at Children’s Aid Society of Alabama hope you and your family have a
fabulous fall season!
Nature reminds us that change is an essential part of life as seasonal changes
occur predictably four times each year. Change can come for us at any time;
some enveloped in happiness and joy, others with sadness and despair. As
individuals, families, and even organizations, we need to be nimble and lean in
to the change process. We are committed to seek out and utilize the most cutting edge methodologies
and strategies to enhance the supportive services offered to our clients and families. We bring renowned
experts in the adoption field to Alabama so that they may share their knowledge and wisdom across the
state through training events for all.
APAC is here to help adoptive families across our state navigate the remarkable adoption journey. So far
this year, 60 families have completed TIPS and Deciding Together classes; 57 children have been matched
with 40 families and 34 children’s adoptions have been finalized with 22 families!! Let’s all join around
them and celebrate their new beginnings.
Be a part of finding forever families for Alabama’s waiting children. You might know someone who is
thinking about adoption or you would like some brochures to share. Reach out to us!

apac@childrensaid.org
866-803-2722

- Suzie Diamond, LICSW, PIP
APAC Program Director

CONTINUED FROM COVER STORY:

These ropes, knots, and ties? They can serve as good reminders for our relationships. We are all tied together, and
it can be pretty dangerous not to be. Ropes and knots provide safety, guidance, and support. They are the things
that hold us together and strengthen us when it seems like things are in danger of
falling apart.

“there are some
knots in our
lives and in the
lives of our
children that
will take some
untangling.”

But what about what I said in the beginning? There are all sorts of ways to knot,
secure, and tie. What do we choose? That’s the challenging part. Just like there are
different methods for tying your shoes, there are different methods for holding
people together. We know that some knots aren’t good. Knots in your hair or in
your beloved grandmother’s heirloom necklace are not fun to untangle! Some
knots take work and are painful. Unfortunately, there are some knots in our lives
and in the lives of our children that will take some untangling. It can be hard work,
but there is a bright side to untangling. You get the opportunity to tie a better
suited knot! Isn’t that neat?

Practice makes perfect. Just like learning to tie your shoes, the end results come
with a lifetime of consistency—and better shoe options too! What would it look
like for you and your family to begin untangling the yucky knots and replacing
those with some better suited knots? The lasting impact of a properly tied rope will allow for confidence and
security as the members of your family are interlaced and woven by the love and support of a forever home.
- Jessica Dieken, LMSW
APAC Family Advocate
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Healing children through
In late July, foster parents, adoptive parents, and professionals from around the state had the
opportunity to attend APAC’s latest Trained Therapist Network event, “Healing Children Through
Therapeutic Parenting.” The training featured Sarah Naish and Sarah Dillon – two leading experts
on therapeutic parenting, from the United Kingdom. Sarah Naish has written many books to include
Therapeutic Parenting in a Nutshell and The A-Z of Therapeutic Parenting, both highly recommended
by APAC professionals. Ms. Naish has also written several children’s books based on the
experiences and needs of her own five adopted children. Sarah Dillon brings the unique perspective
of having aged out of the foster care system as a teenager.
Sarah Naish explained the premise of the training perfectly when she said, “I didn’t know my
children had developmental trauma and that it would affect every aspect of my life.”
Developmental trauma is a term not yet recognized in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders – the standard classification reference book used by mental health practitioners.
Many foster, adopted, and traumatized children are instead misdiagnosed with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), or even Autism Spectrum
Disorder.
“We have to start with WHY they do what they do before can address WHAT they do,” further
stated the speakers. Our children often lack cause and effect thinking; they never learned this
before coming into a stable home environment. They are comfortable being in the wrong and it
may sometimes be all they know. They are often simply stuck in the survival part of their brain. Our
children often don’t know the answer to why they display certain behaviors, so it is up to us as
parents and professionals to help teach/show them.
Children from hard places often grow up fearing adults. Adults have wronged them. Adults have
abandoned them. Adults have hurt them. The speakers pose the question, “What if your greatest
fear was adults?” For example, if you are scared of spiders, you don’t care if you see a “good”
spider. You may get stuck in the fight, flight, or freeze mode just as a child would do when
encountering an adult. Ms. Naish and Ms. Dillon suggest
using “empathic listening” rather than “problem-solving
listening.” We simply need to say, “I’ve got you and you are
safe.”
They suggest maintaining connection through your physical
presence. Simply be there by your child’s side. Get down on
their level. Use a soft, calming voice. Use your presence to
help regulate the child. You can even use playfulness or
simple distraction techniques to “flip the child out” of a
negative behavior, according to Ms. Naish and Ms. Dillon.
After all, it’s important to remember, the voice of the
traumatized child might say “It’s not me, it’s what happened
to me! It’s not you, it’s what I’ve been through!”
- Kendra Alley, LPC
APAC
Familyc Counselor
Check out Sarah Naish’s Book, “The A to Z of Therapeuti
Parenting,”

available on Loan from our APAC Library!

Childrensaid.org/apaclibrary
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Keeping it simple
The adoption journey can feel exhausting but the
excitement you feel once it is time to welcome your
child into your heart, home and their forever family,
makes every TIPS class, fingerprinting, and home
study meeting worth it! Whether you are bringing
home a toddler or a teenager, the transition is sure to
be a big adjustment. They are coming to us with knots
and tangles from trauma they have experienced. With
support, understanding and time, we help our
children learn new ties which bind them to us.

So what can we do to make the transition easier? Keep it simple. It can be very tempting to paint the walls
bright colors, throw an awesome welcome home party with all your family and friends, and plan the best
vacation ever; but hold that thought. Despite the greatest of intentions, this can be very overwhelming for a
child. By keeping it simple, you are taking the time to learn about your child (and allowing your child to learn
about you) without distractions. So allow them the chance to make their space their own, and take the first
few days to get to know each other before introducing one or two family members or friends. That vacation
will still be great one day, but for now aim for structure and consistency; keep it simple. By establishing
routine, rules, and expectations we can begin to untangle their knots and create strong and supportive
relationships that will be there forever.
- Kayley Ward, LMSW
APAC Family Advocate
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Spotlight on a family
Meet Bill, Aneesa, and Zion Stallings. APAC
asked Mr. and Mrs. Stallings to give us a
snapshot of their adoption journey, including
the kinks and knots they’ve had to help
untangle in the life of their child as well as the
ropes, knots, and ties that have helped them
stay tied together and made them stronger as a
family. Here is what they had to say.

We wanted to adopt a child who had been
through some of the worst imaginable
situations, help him overcome his past, and
have a happy childhood full of memories to
share in the future. We went through APAC and
learned about all of the potentials of a child
older than five with a history of neglect and/or
abuse. We spent months preparing for our child
after discovering his video on the Heart Gallery.
We had no preference on age, gender, or race
and were matched quickly. The first time we
met our son, we drove four and half hours
exhausted from the recent “baby moon” we
had taken. Our exhaustion was immediately
eliminated by his warm hugs, positive energy,
and genuine interest in his new life. We made
arrangements with his foster family to call him
each night after that initial visit leading up to his
first visit to our home. We were filled with
excitement for our nightly calls to learn more
about the child who we already saw as our son.
We brought him home on a fall day, and our
lives immediately changed. We quickly learned
how to parent a child who could tell us he didn’t
like our cooking, who wanted to play sports we
weren’t familiar with, and who (true to his
video) really, really liked to play all the time.
During the first few months, we were met with
adversity. He used familiar tricks that we had
learned about to either get his way or force us
to have him moved again. Giving up was never
an option, as he stole our hearts from day one.
As he realized this more and more (and is
continuing to do so) we got to see more of his
personality shine through. We got to watch him
grow into an athletic, caring, and lovable ten-

year-old. In the beginning, we focused on
meeting his needs - emotional, nutritional,
spiritual, physical, and educational. We received
help from DHR, our adoption specialist, the
APAC library, and APAC counselor and
advocates to help us ensure we were providing
the best possible environment for our son. We
went through a re-diagnosis and made multiple
attempts to ensure our son was only receiving
necessary medication with the best type of
therapy to work through the challenges he has
had thus far. It’s been nearly a year since we
were matched, and every week we encounter
new successes and new obstacles. We are a
family, and that’s how it goes. Our son has
been and continues to be the best thing that
has happened to us as a couple. He has taught
us so many things about life and love and we
can never be grateful enough for the blessing to
be his forever parents.
- The Stallings Family
APAC Adoptive Family
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APAC TRAINING

APAC free Online Trainings are available for parents and
professionals. We equip you where you are! No need to leave
your home or office! If you have internet access, you can join
our live webinars and receive Social Work, Counseling, and
Foster Parent continuing education credits!

For more information contact
our APAC Training Team:

training@childrensaid.org
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Counselor’s
corner:
Untangling the
kinks—
working
smarter not
harder

The other night my family was eating dinner together. Our 16 year
old said, “Dad I have an idea. You know how much you love your
extension cords to be rolled up neatly?” I said, “Yes I do.” He
replied, “I want to invent something that would roll them up and
get all the kinks and knots untangled.” I said that would be
awesome and alleviate much frustration when trying to get the
extension cords untangled. Both of our boys will often come up
with ideas that may make a job easier. The saying in our house is
“Work smarter, not harder.” As parents, my wife and I try to come
up with ideas so we can keep frustration and anger to a minimum.
But lately I have become aware that we must rely on others to help
us untangle some of the kinks that we may come across when
raising our children.

As we go along this journey of adoption, trying new ways to parent
is a must. I have been with Children’s Aid Society in the APAC
program going on 8 years now. As a Family Counselor I help
families work through issues, or the kinks and knots if you will, that families encounter. In July, we as an
agency gained invaluable ideas from Sarah Naish and Sarah Dillon. Sarah Naish wrote the book The A-Z of
Therapeutic Parenting. I was reminded that emotions drive behavior. However, by the end of the day, I was
given many new ideas that could help adoptive families navigate the journey.
One new idea that they shared has to do with acceptance. Sarah Naish and Sarah Dillion say, “The
therapeutic parent has to go much further to accept the child, but not the behaviors. The behaviors can
be more difficult to understand.” When we try to understand the behavior, we are working much harder.
They suggest a smarter way to work by using phrases such as “I know you have a good heart, so I was
really surprised that you…”
We see tangled up messes and try to jump in and get the knots out. If we can step back and think of new
ideas, we can begin to work smarter, not harder. Please do not hesitate to call me or one of the other
APAC family counselors in the state if you would like learn how this model of therapeutic parenting may
help your family on the adoption journey.
- John Douglass, M.A., L.P.C.
APAC Family Counselor
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A team of four APAC staff traveled to Maryland earlier
this year for an extensive preparation course to become
trainers with the Center for Adoption Support and
Education, for the Training for Adoption Competency
(TAC) course. APAC is the only adoption competency
provider in Alabama! APAC is excited to launch our first
offering for students for the 2018-2019 course. We are
honored to bring this elite program to Alabama
professionals, and to launch this initiative through our
APAC Training program.
Classes will begin this fall for professionals interested in
joining the pilot class, which begins in November 2018,
and ends in September 2019, with classes happening
monthly at our office in Birmingham.
ABOUT TAC:
Research shows that children with traumatic
experiences of abuse, neglect and abandonment and
challenging behavioral and emotional responses are at
greater risk of presenting with adjustment problems
within their adoptive families. These children’s emotional
issues are often complex, and adoptive parents often
identify these issues as the primary contributors to
family stressors post-adoption. Access to adoptioncompetent mental health services is a critical factor in
the outcomes for these children and their adoptive
families and the success of their adoptions. Birth
parents can experience significant stress prior to, during
and after the adoption process. Many birth parents
need quality adoption competent mental health services

to process grief and loss.
The Training for Adoption Competency (TAC) addresses
the needs of members in the adoption kinship network
for quality mental health services. It is designed to
increase families’ and individuals’ access to adoption
competent mental health professionals and to improve
the well-being of adopted children and youth and their
families. Based on eighteen adoption competencies
developed by C.A.S.E. in collaboration with its National
Advisory Board, C.A.S.E. created the TAC to build and
strengthen adoption competency in mental health
communities across the United States.
The TAC has two components: the TAC curriculum, a 72hour in-home and classroom based training program;
and the TAC case consultation component, which is
comprised of 6 case consultation sessions over the
course of 6 months to support transfer of learning to
practice.
APPLICATION:
Space is limited! For learning objectives, special features,
training dates and applications for the upcoming 20182019 TAC Training, visit our site:

childrensaid.org/tactraining
For more information contact our APAC Training Team
866-807-2722 or email training@childrensaid.org.
*TAC Training is presented in partnership with the Center
for Adoption Support and Education (C.A.S.E.).
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Adoptive Family Groups
APAC offers support groups that meet in person at various locations throughout the state,
providing education and social interaction for adoptive parents and their children.

Baldwin County
2nd Thursday
6-7:30pm @ 3 Circle Church, Daphne

Jefferson County (Birmingham Metro)
(*Series—October 24 and November 28)
6-7:00pm @ Vestavia Hills United Methodist Church,
Vestavia
*Childcare not provided by APAC but can be
arranged through the church.

Madison County
2nd Monday
6-7:30pm @ First United Methodist Church,
Huntsville

Lee County
3rd Thursday
6-7:30pm @ Cornerstone Church, Auburn

Mobile County
4th Friday
6-7:30pm @ Christ Fellowship Baptist, Mobile

Join the APAC Facebook community! APAC
hosts two groups specifically to support preadoptive parents and post adoptive parents
in Alabama. Join the group and
jump in the conversation:
fb.me/apacadoptionsupport

Morgan County
(*Series ends in November)
2nd Thursday
6-7:30pm @ Central Park Baptist Church, Decatur

River Region (Autauga, Elmore, Montgomery)
3rd Tuesday
6:00-7:30 @ Vaughn Forest Church, Montgomery

The largest resource collection in Alabama for
Foster/Adoptive Families and Professionals
with over 5,000 resources available for free on
loan! Call us, or visit our website to get
connected:
childrensaid.org/apaclibrary

Shelby County
(*Series ends in November)
1st Tuesday
6:30-8:00p @ First United Methodist, Alabaster

All Adoptive Family Groups have parent
sessions, child groups, and childcare unless
otherwise indicated.
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Alabama’s Waiting Children
Angelina C., born
November 2003, is very bright,
and will warm your heart.
Breanna loves the outdoors and
likes to play sports. Her favorite
subject in school is math. She
also loves to take photos in
order to hold on to her most fun
and prized memories. Breanna
is a young lady who longs for a
forever home and is very ready
to meet her forever family.

Kendra, Chyanne,
and Devin are very close
knit, but will sometimes argue
and fuss as all siblings do. In a
home with unconditional love
and consistency, the siblings
will not only adjust, but will
thrive. The siblings enjoy outings
together such as the park,
shopping, and eating out. All
three children enjoy spending time together and are all three lovable kids! They
are family oriented and would love to find their forever home.

Visit www.heartgalleryalabama.com
to meet more kids waiting to be adopted or
to inquire about any of the kids you see here.
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Alex, born in 2005, has an infectious
smile. He is an extremely cheerful and
loving child. He loves to draw and make
crafts. Alex receives special education
services in reading and math. His favorite
show is Spongebob. Alex is very
interested in going to church and
learning more about the Bible. He loves
to be around people and to make
others laugh and be happy. He would
like to be able to be involved in sports
such as soccer or basketball. He has a
very close relationship with his older
sister. Alex will do best in either a single or
two parent home with no other children.

Hailey, born June 2001, is a loving child
who tends to keep to herself. She can be
shy and quiet when meeting new people.
This young lady is doing well in school.
Hailey enjoys learning and is capable of
communicating her feelings. She enjoys
reading, arts and crafts, shopping, and
eating out. Hailey loves music, singing, and
dancing. She also enjoys video games, and
her favorite food is lasagna. She would
thrive best in a two parent home. Hailey is
looking forward to a loving, supportive
forever home.
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2141 14th Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35205
P: 866.803.2722
F: 205.933.8152
E: apac@childrensaid.org
W: childrensaid.org

Southern Region
Montgomery &
Wiregrass Area

Huntsville Area

2141 14th Avenue South

500 Interstate Park

P: 256.539.5828

Birmingham, AL 35205

Suite 508

P: 205.949.2722

Montgomery, AL 36109

F: 205.933.8152

P: 334.409.9477

Call: 866.803.2722
Email: apac@childrensaid.org

103 Mountain Brook Blvd
Madison, AL 35758

Mobile Area
572 Azalea Road,
Suite 101
Mobile, AL 36609
P: 251.460.2727

childrensaid.org/apac

@childrensaidorg

Central Office &
Northern Region
Birmingham Area

/childrensaid

Connect With APAC

